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We consider a family of general branching processes with reproduction parameters depending on
the age of the individual as well as the population age structure and a parameter K, which may
represent the carrying capacity. These processes are Markovian in the age structure. In a previous
paper [8] the Law of Large Numbers as K Ñ 8 was derived. Here we prove the Central Limit
Theorem, namely the weak convergence of the fluctuation processes in an appropriate Skorokhod
space. We also show that the limit is driven by a stochastic partial differential equation.
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1. Introduction
A branching process is used to model a system of particles where each particle has a
random lifespan and gives birth to a random number of offspring at some point during
lifetime or at death. Classical frameworks of branching process include the Galton-Watson
process in discrete time and the Bellman-Harris branching process in continuous time.
In the Bellman-Harris framework, particles, independently of each other and with the
same law, live for a random length of time and reproduce at death a random number
of offspring. In this paper, we consider a much more general framework introduced by
Jagers and Klebaner ([13], [14]).
Consider a population of size z with ages pa1, a2, . . . , azq. This age structure can be
represented by the measure A “ řzi“1 δai on B, the Borel σ-field of R`, where δa denotes
the Dirac measure at a. In particular, for a measurable set B, ApBq represents the number
of individuals with ages in B. While the size of the population at time t in the Bellman-
Harris process is not Markov, the measure-valued process of ages is. The Markov property
remains even when the life span and reproduction of individuals are allowed to depend
on the whole population.
We allow reproduction and death to depend on not only the individual’s age and the
size of the population, but also the entire age structure of the population. In particular,
as given in the examples in Section 7, the reproduction and death could depend on
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the age, the population size, as well as other demographic features, through a so-called
demographic kernel. We allow also the parameters to depend on some parameterK, which
could play the role of the carrying capacity of the habitat ([14]). Multiple offspring during
life and at death is possible, to have a rather general model. We are interested in the
approximations when K is large.
Similar questions have been answered in [18] and [19] under the Galton-Watson set-
ting, where the reproduction of each particle depends on the carrying capacity, but is
otherwise independent and identically distributed conditionally on the carrying capacity
and the size of the population. Oelschla¨ger [26] also answered a similar question in the
context of birth-death processes, deriving a Law of Large Numbers (LLN) and a Central
Limit Theorem (CLT) for the empirical processes of age-structured populations as the
population size tends to infinity.
Tran [27] (also [28] and [7]) obtained a LLN and a CLT for a population model
structured by traits and ages (not just the physical age). He generalises the standard
model by including the possibility of trait mutations and interactions (through a kernel)
among individuals, while keeping the dependence of the reproduction on just the state
(traits and ages) of that individual. In contrast, we allow the births and deaths to depend
on the age structure of the whole population. Kaspi and Ramanan ([16] and [17]) obtained
LLN and CLT for measure-valued queuing processes, which inspired this paper.
Convergence of measure-valued processes has been studied in various settings over the
last decades. This has been done also in the context of population or particle systems,
either giving results of the type of LLN only (e.g. [4], [22], [23]), or together with CLT(e.g.
[3], [20], [21], [26], [27]).
The LLN for our model, given in [8], shows that under suitable assumptions on the
parameters, the sequence of measure-valued processes A¯K “ AK{K converges as K Ñ8
to a deterministic process A¯ in the Skorokhod space DpR`,M`pR`qq, whereM`pR`q is
the space of finite positive measures on R`, with its weak topology. The limiting process
is identified as the weak form of a generalised McKendrick-von Foerster Equation. In
this paper, we establish the CLT (see Theorem 8) for the age structure, that is, the
convergence of ZK “ ?KpA¯K ´ A¯q in an appropriate space, and identify the limit. In
the limit (CLT), Fre´chet derivatives of the rate functions naturally appear. They replace
the ordinary derivatives in the density-dependent case where dependence is on the total
mass of the measure. Our CLT yields new results even in the classical case of constant
parameters.
As usual, to establish convergence we show tightness and uniqueness of the limit.
The tightness is proved by using the Sobolev embedding approach and Aldous-Rebolledo
tightness criteria, the method used in Bansaye et. al. [3], Meleard [21], and Tran [27].
Since ZK is a signed measure-valued process, and the space of signed measures with the
topology of weak convergence is not metrizable ([3], [21], [29]), we embed the space of
signed measures in suitable Sobolev spaces (which are also Hilbert spaces), and apply
Sobolev embedding techniques with some Hilbertian properties.
While the Sobolev embedding technique has been much used (e.g. [3], [4], [21]) since
being introduced by Metivier [23], and there are seminal papers in the field such as [3]
and [17], our approach has a number of differences. We set up evolution equations for
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a branching process, fusing branching and stochastic analysis. This is done by using
the Ulam-Harris representation. A simplifying technical feature of our model is that we
can work on the bounded domain T˚ :“ r0, T ` a˚s, where a˚ is the age of the oldest
individual alive at time 0 and we consider a finite time horizon T “ r0, T s. (Thus, T `a˚
is an upper bound to the age of the oldest individual alive at time T .) This boundedness
of domain avoids the use of weighted Sobolev spaces (see page 4).
Section 2 sets up the model and gives a semimartingale representation to the process,
with the proofs of some details postponed till Section 4. Main results are stated in Section
3, with the proof of the CLT in Section 5 and the proofs of further results in Section 6.
Section 7 ends the paper with some examples.
Throughout this paper, we use c with and without subscript to denote constants that
may be different from line to line, but all independent ofK. N stands for the set of natural
numbers and N0 for the set of non-negative integers. For a Borel (positive or signed)
measure µ on E and a measurable function f on E, we write pf, µq ” ş
E
fpxqµpdxq. The
Skorokhod space DpT,Mq consists of all ca`dla`g functions from T to M. We will take M
to be a space of measures (for LLN) and the dual of a suitable Sobolev space of functions
(for CLT).
2. Evolution equation and semimartingale
decomposition
In this section we set up the model and derive a semimartingale decomposition of the
branching model, but leave the technical proofs to Section 4.
We shall adopt the classical, well-known in branching (e.g. [9]), Ulam-Harris labelling,
as presented in [11] and developed in [12]. We use the set
I “
8ď
n“1
N
n
to denote all possible individuals; N corresponds to the possible individuals of the starting
generation, N2 corresponds to the possible individuals of the second generation, and so
forth. We allow an arbitrary finite number of individuals at the start of the process at
time t “ 0. The individuals in the first (starting) generation are labelled 1, 2, 3, . . . . For
each individual y P I, the children of y are consecutively labelled y1, y2, y3, . . . as they
are born. Here yi is the concatenated vector of the coordinates of y P I and i P N.
We assume that the age of each individual increases at rate 1 until the individual
dies. Upon death it may split into a random number of offspring. During its lifetime the
individual may give birth to a random number of offspring. The offspring generated in
both situations are referred to as the children of the individual, and both situations are
considered as births.
We denote by τy, λy and σy “ τy`λy respectively the time of birth, the life span and
the death time of individual y. In particular, the maternal age for the birth of the jth
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child (during lifetime or by splitting at death) of individual y is τyj ´ τy. Also, if y has
precisely n children, then
τy ă τy1 ď . . . ď τyn ď σy and τypn`1q “ 8.
The population starts from an initial age distribution A0 with mass one at given ages
x1, x2, . . . , xp1,A0q and the population size p1, A0q is assumed to be finite. Put τi “ ´xi,
i “ 1, 2, . . . , p1, A0q for the birth times of these ancestors (first generation).
The age distribution At at time t ě 0 allots a unit weight to the age (t ´ τy) of each
individual (y P I) that is alive at time t,
At “
ÿ
yPI
1τyďtăσyδt´τy . (1)
For each t, At is a finite discrete measure on R`, in particular, At PM`pR`q, and the
collection pAtqtě0 is known as the age structure process of the population.
Two processes that determine the evolution of population are the way the individuals
enter and the way they exit. Denote by Bptq the number of individuals born by time t,
and by Dpx, tq the number of individuals who died by time t and whose life span was x
or less, then
Bptq “
ÿ
yPI
1τyďt, Dpx, tq “
ÿ
yPI
1λyďx,σyďt.
Before we give the fundamental equation for the evolution of the population, we make
an important observation (which allows us to work on a bounded time interval and to
avoid using weighted Sobolev spaces).
Recall that a˚ is the age of the oldest individual in the starting generation, that is,
a˚ “ inftx ą 0 : A0ppx,8qq “ 0u.
Since we look at the convergence on a finite time interval r0, T s, the age of any individual
at time t ď T will not be more than T ` a˚, thus the support of At is contained in
r0, T ` a˚s. Henceforth denote by T ˚ “ T ` a˚.
While our focus is indeed on functions of a single variable, the proof of the CLT requires
a semimartingale decomposition for functions of two variables. Consequently, we consider
test functions of two variables fpx, tq whose domain is limited to the bounded rectangle
T˚ ˆ T, where T˚ “ r0, T ˚s is the age space and T “ r0, T s is the time space. In what
follows, we will also write ftpxq to mean fpx, tq and use the two notations interchangeably.
We have the following basic equation, with proof in Section 4.
Proposition 1. For any f P C1,1pT˚ ˆ Tq and t P T, the age structure process A
satisfies
pft, Atq “ pf0, A0q `
ż t
0
pB1fs ` B2fs, Asqds
`
ż
r0,ts
fp0, sqBpdsq ´
ż
T˚ˆr0,ts
fpx, sqDpdx, dsq. (2)
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To arrive at compensators for the two processes in the RHS of (2), we assume the
existence of birth and death rates, dependent on the age and also upon the population age
structure (cf. [13]). The number of births by time t consists of births by living mothers
and births by splitting, B “ qB ` pB. An individual aged x at time t gives birth at rate
bAtpxq and dies at rate hAtpxq, allowing for multiple births.
Denote the random variables qξAtpxq and pξAtpxq the number of children at a bearing
of a living individual aged x at time t and at splitting (i.e. death), respectively. LetqmAtpxq “ ErqξAtpxq|Ats and pmAtpxq “ ErpξAtpxq|Ats. Thus the mean intensity of births
of an individual aged x at time t is qmAtpxqbAtpxq ` pmAtpxqhAtpxq. We also denote the
conditional second moment of the number of children at a bearing of a living individual
aged x at time t by qvAtpxq, and similarly the conditional second moment of the number
of children at splitting by pvAtpxq.
The compensators of the birth and death terms in (2) are given by the following
results, with proof in Section 4.
Proposition 2. For every f P CpT˚ ˆ Tq and t P T,ż t
0
pfshAs , Asqds,
ż t
0
fsp0qpbAs qmAs , Asqds, and ż t
0
fsp0qphAs pmAs , Asqds
are the compensators ofż
T˚ˆr0,ts
fpx, sqDpdx, dsq,
ż
r0,ts
fp0, sq qBpdsq, and ż
r0,ts
fp0, sq pBpdsq
respectively.
Having found the compensators we identify the relevant martingales. The proof of the
following proposition is standard and is therefore omitted.
Proposition 3. The following processes are martingales
MD,fptq :“
ż
T˚ˆr0,ts
fpx, sqDpdx, dsq ´
ż t
0
pfshAs , Asqds
M qB,fptq :“
ż
r0,ts
fp0, sq qBpdsq ´ ż t
0
fsp0qpbAs qmAs , Asqds
M pB,fptq :“
ż
r0,ts
fp0, sq pBpdsq ´ ż t
0
fsp0qphAs pmAs , Asqds
with predictable quadratic variations
〈
MD,f
〉
t
“
ż t
0
pf2s hAs , Asqds,
〈
M qB,f〉t “
ż t
0
f2s p0qpbAsqvAs , Asqds,
〈
M pB,f〉t “
ż t
0
f2s p0qphAspvAs , Asqds.
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We combine the rates n “ bqm` hpm and w “ bqv` hpv, and also the martingales. From
the basic equation (2) we obtain the following semimartingale decomposition, with proof
in Section 4.
Proposition 4. For t P T and f P C1,1pT˚ ˆ Tq,
pft, Atq “ pf0, A0q `
ż t
0
`
LAsfs, As
˘
ds`Mft , (3)
where
LAfpx, sq “ B1fpx, sq ` B2fpx, sq ´ fpx, sqhAs ` fp0, sqnAs
and Mft is a locally-square-integrable martingale with predictable quadratic variation
〈
Mf
〉
t
“
ż t
0
`
f2s p0qwAs ` hAsf2s ´ 2fsp0qhAs pmAsfs, As˘ds. (4)
Remark 5. The predictable quadratic covariation of the martingale with two test func-
tions can also be obtained. For f, g P CpT˚ ˆ Tq and t P T,
〈
Mf ,Mg
〉
t
“
ż t
0
´
fsp0qgsp0qwAs ` hAsfsgs ´ hAs pmAs`fsp0qgs ` gsp0qfs˘, As¯ds.
In particular, taking f as a function of the first variable x only, we recover Equation
(2.6) of [13], stated again here for completeness.
Corollary 6. For t P T and f P C1pT˚q,
pf,Atq “ pf,A0q `
ż t
0
pLAsf,Asqds`Mft , (5)
where
LAf “ f 1 ´ hAf ` fp0qnA
and Mft is a locally-square-integrable martingale with predictable quadratic variation
〈
Mf
〉
t
“
ż t
0
`
f2p0qwAs ` hAsf2 ´ 2fp0qhAs pmAsf,As˘ds. (6)
3. A Central Limit Theorem
We now look at the case of a branching process dependent on some (large) index K; K
may, for example, represent the population carrying capacity, a threshold below which the
process is supercritical and above which it is subcritical. The notion of carrying capacity
plays a great role in biological population dynamics. The interest is to approximate such
a process for large K. This leads to consider a family of branching processes indexed by
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K. All objects introduced in the previous sections will now carry the extra label K: AK ,
bK , hK etc. The qualifiers p and q (of m and v) will be dropped in any statement that
refers to either qualifier.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we make one simplifying (and reasonable)
assumption in that the ages of all individuals in all starting generations are bounded.
We denote (with a slight abuse of notation) by a˚ “the age of the oldest individual” at
t “ 0:
a˚ :“ sup
Kě1
`
inftx ą 0 : AK0 ppx,8qq “ 0u
˘ ă 8.
As before, T˚ “ r0, T ˚s with T ˚ “ T ` a˚. For each K, AK “ pAKt qtPT is a ca`dla`g
positive measure-valued process on T˚, i.e. pAKt qtPT P DpT,M`pT˚qq. Without loss of
generality, we assume that AK
0
is deterministic.
As we shall focus on situations where A¯K :“ AK{K converges to a non-degenerate
limit, a new parametrisation of the intensities is needed, one that involves A¯K rather
than AK itself.
We have, immediately from Equation (5), the following evolution of A¯K :
pf, A¯Kt q “ pf, A¯K0 q `
ż t
0
pLKA¯Ks f, A¯
K
s qds`
1
K
M
f,K
t , (7)
where
LKA f “ f 1 ´ hKA f ` fp0qnKA (8)
and Mf,Kt is a martingale. A similar representation with functions of two variables is
also used later in proofs.
3.1. The Law of Large Numbers
The LLN was established in [8] under the following conditions, referred to as smooth
demography:
(C0) The model parameters b, h,m and v are uniformly bounded, that is, supK,A,x b
K
A pxq ă
8, et cetera. Note that the supremum with respect to A is taken over A PM`pT˚q.
(C1) The model parameters b, h and m are normed uniformly Lipschitz in the following
sense: there is a c ą 0 such that for all K ě 1, ||bKA ´ bKB ||8 ď c||A ´ B||, where
||µ|| :“ sup||f ||8ď1,f continuous |pf, µq|; the same applies to h and m.
(C2) The limit (pointwise in A and uniform in x) lim bKA “: b8A exists; the same applies
to limits limhKA “: h8A and limmKA “: m8A .
(C3) A¯K0 ñ A¯80 , supKp1, A¯K0 q ă 8.
We remark that in [8], the Prokhorov metric is used for (C1). However, since we shall
work in spaces C´j and W´j (see Section 3.3) for the CLT, it is more natural to use the
norms in these spaces. In our context, the norm || ¨ || coincides with || ¨ ||C´0 defined in
Section 3.3. It can be shown that the LLN remains valid with this (C1).
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Theorem 7 ([8]). Under the smooth demography condition, as K Ñ8, A¯K converges
weakly in the Skorokhod space DpT,M`pT˚qq to the limiting process A¯, which is deter-
ministic and satisfies, for f P C1pT˚q and t P T,
pf, A¯tq “ pf, A¯0q `
ż t
0
pL8¯
As
f, A¯sqds, (9)
where L8Af “ f 1 ´ h8Af ` fp0qn8A and n8A “ b8A qm8A ` h8A pm8A .
It follows by the Monotone Class Theorem (e.g. [6, I.22.1]) that (9) also holds for test
functions of two variables, f P C1,1pT˚ ˆ Tq, and t P T. This fact will be used later in
the representation of the fluctuation process.
As remarked in [8], if A¯0 has a density, then A¯t has a density; call it apx, tq. In such
case, Equation (9) is the weak form of the McKendrick-von Foerster equation for the
density: ´ B
Bx `
B
Bt
¯
apx, tq “ ´apx, tqh8¯
At
pxq, ap0, tq “
ż t`a˚
0
n8¯
At
pxqapx, tqdx.
3.2. The fluctuation process ZK
For each t and K, ZKt :“
?
KpA¯Kt ´ A¯tq is a finite signed measure that, in view of (7)
and (9), can be represented as
pf, ZKt q “ pf, ZK0 q `
?
K
ż t
0
´
LKA¯Ks
f ´ L8¯Asf, A¯s
¯
ds`
ż t
0
´
LKA¯Ks
f, ZKs
¯
ds` M˜f,Kt , (10)
where M˜f,Kt “Mf,Kt {
?
K is a martingale with predictable quadratic variation
〈
M˜f,K
〉
t
“
ż t
0
`
f2p0qwK
A¯Ks
` hK
A¯Ks
f2 ´ 2fp0qhK
A¯Ks
pmK
A¯Ks
f, A¯Ks
˘
ds.
3.3. Relevant spaces and embeddings
Let CjpT˚q, j P N0, denote the space of continuous functions on T˚ with continuous
derivatives up to order j. Since T˚ is a bounded domain, the functions in CjpT˚q as well
as their j derivatives are bounded with the norm
||f ||CjpT˚q “ max
0ďiďj
sup
xPT˚
|f piqpxq|.
The Sobolev space W jpT˚q is the closure of C8pT˚q with respect to the norm
||f ||W jpT˚q “
ˆ jÿ
i“0
ż
T˚
`
f piqpxq˘2dx˙1{2,
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where f piq is the (weak) derivative of f (see e.g. [1]). The spaceW jpT˚q is a Hilbert space
with inner product 〈f, g〉W jpT˚q “
řj
i“0
ş
T˚
f piqpxqgpiqpxqdx.
For the rest of this paper, we assume, unless otherwise specified, that functions are
defined on the domain T˚ and suppress the label T˚; e.g. W j means W jpT˚q.
The following embeddings hold:
Cj ãÑW j , W j`1 ãÑ Cj and W j`1 ãÑ
H.S.
W j ,
where H.S. stands for Hilbert-Schmidt embedding. Let C´jpT˚q and W´jpT˚q denote
the dual spaces of, respectively CjpT˚q and W jpT˚q. Then,
W´j ãÑ C´j , C´j ãÑW´pj`1q and W´j ãÑ
H.S.
W´pj`1q.
In particular, we have
C´0 ãÑ C´1 ãÑ W´2 ãÑ
H.S.
W´3 ãÑ
H.S.
W´4.
As a signed measure, ZKt belongs to C
´0 for each t and K. To make use of representa-
tion (10), we consider the process ZK as a process taking values in C´1. The technicality
in establishing Aldous’ tightness condition ((B) of Lemma 12) requires the embedding
C´1 ãÑ W´2 ãÑ W´3 ãÑ W´4. In particular, with C´1 ãÑ W´2, the boundedness
of Er||ZKt ||W´2 s is obtained (Proposition 14), which is used to obtain the boundedness
of ErsuptďT ||ZKt ||W´3 s (Proposition 21), which is in turn used to establish the Aldous
tightness criterion of ZK in DpT,W´4q (Proposition 22). The Hilbert-Schmidt embed-
ding W´2 ãÑ
H.S.
W´4 is used to identify a compact set in order to establish coordinate
tightness ((A) of Lemma 12).
We shall use the following general results, the proofs of which are standard and there-
fore omitted. For any f P Cj and g PW j , j P N0,
||fg||W j ď c||f ||Cj ||g||W j . (11)
Let ppjl qlě1 denote a complete orthonormal basis of W j , j P N. Then, for any x1 P T˚
and x2 P T˚, ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
p
j
l px1qpjl px2q
ˇˇˇ
ď c. (12)
3.4. Statement of the Central Limit Theorem
Further to (C0)-(C3), we shall make the following assumptions.
(A0) Conditions (C1) and (C2) hold also for v.
(A1) Ξ :“ supx,A,K qξKA pxq _ supx,A,K pξKA pxq is in L2.
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(A2) The reproduction parameters bKA pxq, hKA pxq and mKA pxq and their limits (in the
sense of (C2)) are in C4, in the argument x, with convergence in C4. Moreover,?
K supA ||bKA ´b8A ||8 Ñ 0 as K Ñ8, supK,A ||bKA ||C3 ă 8 and supA ||b8A ||C4 ă 8;
similarly for parameters h and m.
(A3) The limiting parameters (as functions of A) are Fre´chet differentiable at every A.
Namely, for every A0, there exists a continuous linear operator BAb8A0 :W´4 Ñ L8
such that
lim
||B||
W´4Ñ0
1
||B||W´4
||b8A0`B ´ b8A0 ´ BAb8A0pBq||8 “ 0.
Moreover, supA0 ||BAb8A0 ||L´4 ď c, where L´4 “ LpW´4, L8q denotes the space of
continuous linear mappings from W´4 to L8. The same applies to parameters h8
and m8.
(A4) ZK
0
converges to Z8
0
in W´4 and supK ||ZK0 ||W´2 ă 8.
Theorem 8. Assume (A0)–(A4) in addition to the smooth demography condition (C0)–
(C3). Then, as K Ñ8, the process pZKt qtPT converges weakly in DpT,W´4q to the process
pZtqtPT that satisfies the equation, for f PW 4,
pf, Ztq “ pf, Z0q `
ż t
0
p´BAh8¯AspZsqf ` fp0qBAn8¯AspZsq, A¯sqds
`
ż t
0
pf 1 ´ h8¯Asf ` fp0qn8¯As , Zsqds` M˜
f,8
t (13)
where n8A “ b8A qm8A ` h8A pm8A and M˜f,8t is a continuous Gaussian martingale with pre-
dictable quadratic variation
〈
M˜f,8
〉
t
“
ż t
0
´
f2p0qw8¯As ` h8¯Asf2 ´ 2fp0qh8¯As pm8¯Asf, A¯s¯ ds,
with w8A “ b8Aqv8A ` h8Apv8A .
Corollary 9 (SPDE). The limiting process pZtqtPT satisfies the following SPDE:
dZtpdxq “ ´BAh8¯AtpZtqpxqA¯tpdxqdt ` pBAn8¯AtpZtq, A¯tqdtδ0pdxq
´ pZtq1pdxqdt ´ h8¯AtpxqZtpdxqdt ` pn8¯At , Ztqdtδ0pdxq ` dM˜8t pdxq,
where M˜8 is a Gaussian martingale measure such that pf, M˜8t q “ M˜f,8t , and pZ8t q1 is
defined by pf, pZ8t q1q “ ´pf 1, Z8t q.
Proposition 10. Suppose that BAh8A0pBqpxq has the form
ş
ghpA0, x, yqBpdyq for some
ghpA, x, ¨q P W 4 with supA,x ||ghpA, x, ¨q||W 4 ă 8, and similarly BAn8A0pBqpxq is of the
form
ş
gnpA0, x, yqBpdyq for some gnpA, x, ¨q P W 4 with supA,x ||gnpA, x, ¨q||W 4 ă 8.
Then, νt : f ÞÑ Erpf, Ztqs is a signed measure.
The proofs of Corollary 9 and Proposition 10 is postponed to Section 6.
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4. Proofs of Propositions 1, 2 and 4
Proof of Proposition 1. Note that pft, Atq “
ř
yPI fpt ´ τy, tq1τyďtăσy . Let gptq “
fpt´ τy, tq, then g1ptq “ B1fpt´ τy, tq ` B2fpt´ τy, tq and
gptq1τyďtăσy ´ gp0q1τyă0 “
ż t
0
g1psq1τyďsăσyds` gpτyq10ďτyďt ´ gpσyq1σyďt.
Summing over y, we get (2).
Proof of Proposition 2. LetHft “
şt
0
pfshAs , Asqds andQf ptq “
ş
T˚ˆr0,ts fpx, sqDpdx, dsq.
By the very definition of death rate, and the convention that all rates vanish for negative
arguments, 1σyďt´
şt^σy
0
hAsps´τyqds is a martingale. That is, for any bounded function
g,
E
“
gpσyq1σyąt|Ft
‰ “ ż 8
t
gpsqE“hAsps´ τyq1σyąs|Ft‰ds,
where F “ tFtu is the natural filtration of the age structure process A. Equivalently,
Ppσy P dsX pt,`8q|Ftq “ 1pt,`8qpsqE
“
hAsps´ τyq1σyąs|Ft
‰
ds.
In particular
lim
δÓ0
1
δ
Ppt ă σy ď t` δ|Ftq “ hAtpt´ τyq1σyąt.
Now, Qft “
ř
yPI 1σyďtfpλy, σyq is adapted to the filtration F and for any u ą 0,
E
“
Q
f
t`u
ˇˇ
Ft
‰ “ Qft `ÿ
yPI
E
“
fpσy ´ τy, σyq1tăσyďt`u|Ft
‰
“ Qft `
ÿ
yPI
ż t`u
t
E
“
fps´ τy, sqhAsps´ τyq1σyąs|Ft
‰
ds;
and similarly, Hf is adapted to F , continuous and
E
“
H
f
t`u
ˇˇ
Ft
‰ “ Hft `ÿ
yPI
E
„ ż t`u
t
fps´ τy, sqhAsps´ τyq1τyďsăσyds
ˇˇˇ
Ft

.
Hence, Hf is the compensator of Qf , viewing that hAsps´ τyq “ 0 for s ă τy.
The proof for other compensators follows from the fact that
şt
0
pbAs qmAs , Asqds andşt
0
phAs pmAs , Asqds are compensators for qB and pB.
Proof of Proposition 4. It remains to prove (4). Note thatMft “M qB,f ptq`M pB,f ptq´
MD,fptq, and that the martingalesMD,f ,M qB,f andM pB,f are purely discontinuous. Since
M qB,f and M pB,f do not jump together, “M qB,f ,M pB,f ‰t and thus 〈M qB,f ,M pB,f〉t are zero.
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Similarly for MD,f and M qB,f , giving 〈MD,f ,M qB,f〉t “ 0. However, MD,f and M pB,f
jump together when there is a birth by splitting with ∆MD,f ptq “
ř
yPI fpλy, tq1σy“t
and ∆M pB,f ptq “ řyPI fp0, tq1σy“třiPN 1τyi“t. Therefore,“
MD,f ,M pB,f ‰t “ ÿ
sďt
ÿ
yPI
fp0, sqfpλy, sq1σy“s
ÿ
iPN
1τyi“s
and its compensator
〈
MD,f ,M pB,f〉t “
ż t
0
fsp0q
`
fshAs pmAs , As˘ds.
Thus,
〈
Mf
〉
t
“ 〈M qB,f〉t ` 〈M pB,f〉t ` 〈MD,f〉t ´ 2〈MD,f ,M pB,f〉t, and we have (4).
5. Proof of the Central Limit Theorem
We establish the tightness of the sequence ZK , and show the uniqueness of the limit.
5.1. Tightness of ZK
First we prove a result for the tightness of W´j-valued processes in the Skorokhod space
DpT,W´jq, which we will apply to ZKt with j “ 4.
Theorem 11. Suppose pµKqKě1 is a sequence of W´j-valued ca`dla`g processes. Assume
that the dynamics of µK are given by
pf, µKt q “ pf, µK0 q `
ż t
0
ΛKs fds` M˜f,Kt , (14)
where M˜f,K is a martingale with predictable quadratic variation of the form
〈
M˜f,K
〉
t
“
ż t
0
ΓKs fds, (15)
and ΛKt and Γ
K
t are functionals on W
j. The sequence pµKqKě1 is tight in DpT,W´jq if
the following conditions are satisfied:
(T1) There exists i ă j such that for all t P T,
sup
Kě1
E
“||µKt ||W´i‰ ă 8.
(T2) There exists K0 ě 1 such that
sup
KěK0
E
„
sup
tďT
||ΛKt ||W´j

ď cT (i)
sup
KěK0
E
„
sup
tďT
ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKt p
j
l
ˇˇˇ
ď cT . (ii)
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This can be proved by showing that the Aldous-Rebolledo criteria for tightness, stated
below, holds. For more details see for example [2] and [15, pp. 34-35].
Lemma 12 (Aldous-Rebolledo). Let H be a separable Hilbert space. A sequence pµKqKě1
of H-valued ca`dla`g processes is tight in DpT, Hq if the following conditions are satisfied:
(A) For every t P T, pµKt qKě1 is tight in H.
(B) For each ǫ1, ǫ2 ą 0, there exist δ ą 0 and K0 ě 1 such that for every sequence of
stopping times τK ď T ,
sup
KąK0
sup
ζăδ
P
`||µKpτK`ζq^T ´ µKτK ||H ą ǫ1˘ ă ǫ2.
If µKt admits a semimartingale decomposition, then for (B), it is sufficient to have it for
the finite variation part and the predictable quadratic variation of the martingale part.
Proof of Theorem 11. Note that, for i ă j, W´i ãÑ
H.S.
W´j , thus, the closed ball
BW´ipRq :“ tµ PW´i : ||µ||W´i ď Ru is compact in W´j . Also,
PpµKt R BW´ipRqq “ Pp||µKt ||W´i ą Rq ď
1
R
Er||µKt ||W´is.
Therefore, if (T1) holds, there exists a compact set Cǫ such that PpµKt R Cǫq ă ǫ for all
K, which in turn implies (A).
Next, we show that (T2) implies (B). Since µK has the form µKt “ V Kt ` M˜Kt ,
it remains to show (B) for V Kt and predictable quadratic variation
〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
t
, where〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
t
is defined such that
`||M˜Kt ||2W´j ´ 〈〈M˜K〉〉t˘tPT is a martingale.
To obatin (B) for V Kt , observe that by (14)
ˇˇpf, V KpτK`ζq^T ´ V KτK qˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇ ż pτK`ζq^T
τK
ΛKs fds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż pτK`ζq^T
τK
|ΛKs f |ds ď
ż pτK`ζq^T
τK
ˇˇˇˇ
ΛKs
ˇˇˇˇ
W´j
||f ||W jds.
Hence
ˇˇˇˇ
V KpτK`ζq^T ´ V KτK
ˇˇˇˇ
W´j
ď
ż pτK`ζq^T
τK
ˇˇˇˇ
ΛKs
ˇˇˇˇ
W´j
ds
“
ż ζ
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ΛKpτK`sq^T
ˇˇˇˇ
W´j
ds ď δ sup
tďT
ˇˇˇˇ
ΛKt
ˇˇˇˇ
W´j
.
(B) now follows from condition (T2)(i) by Markov’s inequality.
Write pl for p
j
l . Since ||M˜Kt ||2W´j “
ř
lě1pM˜pl,Kt q2 by the Riesz Representation The-
orem and Parseval’s Identity, we have
〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
t
“ řlě1 〈M˜pl,K〉t. To obtain (B) for
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〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
t
, by (15), we have
ˇˇ〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
pτK`ζq^T ´
〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
τK
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
〈
M˜pl,K
〉
pτK`ζq^T ´
ÿ
lě1
〈
M˜pl,K
〉
τK
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ż pτK`ζq^T
τK
ΓKs pl ds
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ż ζ
0
ΓKpτK`sq^T pl ds
ˇˇˇˇ
and taking expectation,
E
”ˇˇ〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
pτK`ζq^T ´
〈〈
M˜K
〉〉
τK
ˇˇı ď ż ζ
0
E
„ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKpτK`sq^T pl
ˇˇˇ
ds
ď
ż ζ
0
E
„
sup
tďT
ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKt pl
ˇˇˇ
ds ď δE
„
sup
tďT
ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKt pl
ˇˇˇ
.
(B) now follows from condition (T2)(ii) by Markov’s inequality.
The rest of the proof consists of checking conditions (T1) and (T2) in space W´4.
The proof is involved and requires somewhat different representations for ZKt , and is
split into sections.
5.2. Representation for ZK
t
As representation (10) involves the unbounded derivative operator (f Ñ f 1), we extend
(10) to functions of two variables fpx, sq ” fspxq and apply the extension to the special
case fpx, sq “ φpx ` t ´ sq (for some fixed t and some function φ). This results in the
removal of the derivative operator.
From (7) and (9), we have, for test function of two variables f P C1,1pT˚ ˆ Tq and
t P T,
pft, ZKt q “ pf0, ZK0 q `
?
K
ż t
0
´
´phKA¯Ks ´ h
8¯
As
qfs ` fsp0qpnKA¯Ks ´ n
8¯
As
q, A¯s
¯
ds
`
ż t
0
´
B1fs ` B2fs ´ hKA¯Ks fs ` fsp0qn
K
A¯Ks
, ZKs
¯
ds` M˜f,Kt , (16)
where M˜f,Kt is a martingale with predictable quadratic variation
〈
M˜f,K
〉
t
“
ż t
0
`
f2s p0qwKA¯Ks ` h
K
A¯Ks
f2s ´ 2fsp0qhKA¯Ks pmKA¯Ks fs, A¯Ks ˘ds. (17)
As explained above, applying (16) to
fpx, sq “ φpx ` t´ sq “: Θt´sφpxq
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(for a fixed t) makes the term B1fpx, sq ` B2fpx, sq vanish.
Next, we obtain a representation for the corresponding martingale M˜f,Kt . Define the
measure Mt as
Mtpdxq “ δ0pdxq
ˆ qBpr0, tsq ´ ż t
0
pbAs qmAs , Asqds˙ (18)
` δ0pdxq
ˆ pBpr0, tsq ´ ż t
0
phAs pmAs , Asqds˙
´
ˆÿ
yPI
δλy pdxq1σyďt ´
ż t
0
Ahs pdxqds
˙
,
where
Aht pdxq “
ÿ
yPI
δt´τy pdxqhAtpxq1τyďtăσy .
By direct calculations, it can be seen that the martingale Mft in (5) is precisely the
integral of f with respect to Mt, i.e. M
f
t “ pf,Mtq. It is easy to extend the definition of
the integral to functions of two variables f P CpT˚ ˆ Tq so that şt
0
`
fs, dMs
˘
coincides
with Mft in (3). Indeed, since ppg,MtqqtPT is a martingale for any g P CpT˚q, for any
ϕ P CpTq, the integral şt
0
ϕpsqdpg,Msq, t P T, is a well-defined martingale with predictable
quadratic variation
〈 ż ¨
0
ϕpsqdpg,Msq
〉
t
“
ż t
0
ϕ2psq`g2p0qwAs ` hAsg2 ´ 2gp0qhAs pmAsg,As˘ds.
Write
şt
0
`
ϕpsqg, dMs
˘
for
şt
0
ϕpsqdpg,Msq. The extension to an arbitrary f P CpT˚ ˆ Tq
is obtained by the usual application of the Monotone Class Theorem (e.g. [6, I.22.1]).
Let M˜K “ 1?
K
MK . Since, for a fixed t P T, the function fpx, sq “ Θt´sφpxq satisfies
fpx, tq “ φpxq, (16) reduces to (19) below.
Corollary 13. For φ P C1 and t P T,
pφ, ZKt q “ pΘtφ, ZK0 q
`
?
K
ż t
0
`´ phKA¯Ks ´ h8¯AsqΘt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qpnKA¯Ks ´ n8¯Asq, A¯s˘ds
`
ż t
0
`´ hK
A¯Ks
Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qnKA¯Ks , Z
K
s
˘
ds`
ż t
0
`
Θt´sφ, dM˜Ks
˘
. (19)
The main step in proving tightness is the following bound.
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5.3. Boundedness of E
“
||ZK
t
||W ´2
‰
Proposition 14.
sup
tďT
sup
Kě1
E
“||ZKt ||W´2‰ ă 8.
We remark that Proposition 14 remains true with the norm taken in C´1. However,
for the ease of presentation (as we work with spaces W ¨ mostly throughout the paper),
we prove the result for W´2, which is sufficient for our purpose. The proof is done using
representation (19) with φ P W 2. Each term on the RHS is dealt with separately using
successive bounds.
First, we need to overcome the fact that the functions φ and θtφ are defined on different
domains, T˚ “ r0, T ˚s and r0, T ˚ ´ ts, respectively. The following lemma constructs an
extension of θtφ to T
˚ in a way that controls the norm.
Lemma 15. Let φ P W j for some j P N and t P T be fixed. There exists a function
ψ : T˚ Ñ R such that ψpxq “ φpx ` tq for x P r0, T ˚ ´ ts, and ψ P W j with ||ψ||W j ď
c||φ||W j , where c is a constant that depends on T ˚ and j, but independent of φ.
Proof. Take ψ such that ψpxq “ φpx`tq for x P r0, T ˚´ts, and ψpj´1qpxq “ φpj´1qp2pT ˚´
tq´x` tq for x P pT ˚´ t, T ˚s. That is, ψ is extended by reflecting the pj´1qth derivative
along x “ T ˚´ t. Then, ψpiq is continuous for i “ 0, 1, . . . , j´ 1. Note that ψpjq does not
exist at x “ T ˚ ´ t, unless φpjqpT ˚q “ 0.
It remains to show that ||ψ||W j ď c||φ||W j . For i “ j ´ 1, j,ż
T˚
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx “ ż T˚´t
0
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx` ż T˚
T˚´t
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx
“
ż T˚
t
`
φpiqpxq˘2dx` ż T˚
T˚´t
`
φpiqp2pT ˚ ´ tq ´ x` tq˘2dx.
For i “ 0, 1, . . . , j ´ 2,ż
T˚
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx “ ż T˚´t
0
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx` ż T˚
T˚´t
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx
“
ż T˚
t
`
φpiqpxq˘2dx` ż T˚
T˚´t
`
ψpiqpxq˘2dx.
For the last integral, note that for x P pT ˚ ´ t, T ˚s,
ψpiqpxq “ ψpiqpT ˚ ´ tq `
ż x
T˚´t
ψpi`1qpyqdy
“ φpiqpT ˚q `
ż x
T˚´t
ψpi`1qpyqdy,
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which can be obtained recursively and be expressed in terms of φ. Finally, as φ PW j , we
have φ P Cj´1 and ||φ||Cj´1 “ max0ďiďj´1 supxPT˚ |φpiqpxq| ă 8. Thus, with ||φ||Cj´1 ď
||φ||W j and that T˚ is a bounded interval, we can bound ||ψ||W j in terms of T ˚ and
||φ||W j and write ||ψ||W j ď c||φ||W j .
In the sequel, Θtφ will refer to its own extension to T
˚. We immediately get the
following inequalities:
||Θtφ||W j ď c||φ||W j , and for any x P T˚, |Θtφpxq| ď c||φ||W j . (20)
Next, we give some bounds that are useful in proving Proposition 14.
Proposition 16. Suppose (A2) and (A3) hold. Then, for t P T and for all x P T˚,
?
K
ˇˇ
hKA¯Kt
´ h8¯At
ˇˇpxq ď cp1` ||ZKt ||W´4q
and ?
K
ˇˇ
nKA¯Kt
´ n8¯At
ˇˇpxq ď cp1 ` ||ZKt ||W´4q.
Proof. We prove only the first inequality, as the second is similar. By the triangle in-
equality,ˇˇ
hK
A¯Kt
´ h8¯
At
ˇˇpxq ď ||hK
A¯Kt
´ h8¯
AKt
||8 ` ||h8¯AKt ´ h
8¯
At
´ BAh8¯AtpA¯Kt ´ A¯tq||8
` ||BAh8¯At ||L´4 ||A¯Kt ´ A¯t||W´4 .
Multiplying by
?
K and with some manipulation, we have
?
K
ˇˇ
hKA¯Kt
´ h8¯At
ˇˇpxq ď ?K sup
A
||hKA ´ h8A ||8
` ||Z
K
t ||W´4
||A¯Kt ´ A¯t||W´4
||h8¯
AKt
´ h8¯At ´ BAh8¯AtpA¯Kt ´ A¯tq||8 ` c1||ZKt ||W´4 ,
where the bound in the last term is due to (A3). It then follows by (A2) and (A3) that?
K
ˇˇ
hK
A¯Kt
´ h8¯
At
ˇˇpxq ď c2 ` c3||ZKt ||W´4 .
The following result follows immediately from Proposition 16.
Proposition 17. Suppose (A2) and (A3) hold. For any f PW j, j P N, and t P T,
sup
xPT˚
ˇˇ?
KpLK
A¯Kt
´ L8¯
At
qf ˇˇpxq ď cp1` ||ZKt ||W´4q||f ||W j .
As the operator LKA maps W
j into W j´1, we introduce pLKA f “ ´hKA f ` fp0qnKA , so
that LKA f “ f 1` pLKA f , and let Lj,k “ LpW j ,W kq, the space of linear operators from W j
to W k.
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Proposition 18. Suppose (A2) holds. Then,
sup
K,A
||pLKA ||Lj,j ď c, j ď 3; (i)
sup
K,A
||LKA ||Lj,j´1 ď c, 2 ď j ď 4. (ii)
Proof. For f PW j , using triangle inequality and (11),
||pLKA f ||W j ď ||hKA ||Cj ||f ||W j ` ||f ||W j ||nKA ||W j ď c1||f ||W j
due to embedding and (A2). Thus, (i) follows. For (ii),
||LKA f ||W j´1 “ ||f 1||W j´1 ` ||pLKA f ||W j´1 ď ||f ||W j ` c1||f ||W j´1 ď c2||f ||W j ,
by (i) and embedding. Thus, (ii) follows.
Recall also the following bounds, obtained in [8]:
p1, A¯tq ď p1, A¯0qect, (21)
Erp1, A¯Kt qs ď p1, A¯K0 qect. (22)
Proof of Proposition 14. Let φ PW 2. We bound each term on the RHS of (19), and
use repeatedly (20). For the first term,
|pΘtφ, ZK0 q| ď ||Θtφ||W 2 ||ZK0 ||W´2 ď c1||φ||W 2 ||ZK0 ||W´2 .
For the second term, with Proposition 17,ˇˇˇ?
K
ż t
0
`pLKA¯Ks ´ L8¯AsqΘt´sφ, A¯s˘dsˇˇˇ ď c2
ż t
0
p1` ||ZKs ||W´4q||Θt´sφ||W 2p1, A¯sqds
ď c3||φ||W 2p1, A¯0qec4t
ż t
0
p1` ||ZKs ||W´2qds
by (21) and the embedding W´2 ãÑW´4. For the third term, by Proposition 18(i),
ˇˇˇ ż t
0
`´ pLKA¯Ks Θt´sφ, ZKs ˘dsˇˇˇ ď c5
ż t
0
||pLKA¯Ks Θt´sφ||W 2 ||ZKs ||W´2ds
ď c5
ż t
0
||pLK
A¯Ks
||L2,2 ||Θt´sφ||W 2 ||ZKs ||W´2ds ď c6||φ||W 2
ż t
0
||ZKs ||W´2ds.
For the forth term, we write
şt
0
Θ˚t´sdM˜
K
s for the map f ÞÑ
şt
0
pΘt´sf, dM˜Ks q. Then,ˇˇˇ ż t
0
pΘt´sφ, dM˜Ks q
ˇˇˇ
ď ||φ||W 2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ż t
0
pΘ˚t´sdM˜Ks q
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
W´2
.
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Note that
` şt
0
pΘt´sf, dM˜Ks q
˘
tPT is not a martingale, but for each fixed t,
` şr
0
pΘt´sf, dM˜Ks q
˘
rPT
is. Let t P T be fixed. For r ď t, by the Riesz Representation Theorem and Parseval’s
Identity,
E
„ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ż r
0
Θ˚t´sdM˜
K
s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
2
W´2

“ E
„ ÿ
lě1
´ż r
0
pΘt´sp2l , dM˜Ks q
¯2
“
ÿ
lě1
E
„〈 ż ¨
0
pΘt´sp2l , dM˜Ks q
〉
r

“
ÿ
lě1
E
„ ż r
0
´
pΘt´sp2l p0qq2wKA¯Ks ` h
K
A¯Ks
pΘt´sp2l q2 ´ 2Θt´sp2l p0qhKA¯Ks pmKA¯Ks Θt´sp2l , A¯Ks ¯ds

.
It then follows from (12), (C0) and (22) that this quantity is bounded by c7p1, A¯K0 qec8rr.
Taking r “ t, we have
E
„ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ż t
0
Θ˚t´sdM˜
K
s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
2
W´2

ď c7p1, A¯K0 qec8tt. (23)
Now, putting all together with triangle inequality,
|pφ, ZKt q| ď c9
!
||φ||W 2 ||ZK0 ||W´2 ` ||φ||W 2 p1, A¯0qec4t
ż t
0
p1` ||ZKs ||W´2qds
` ||φ||W 2
ż t
0
||ZKs ||W´2ds
)
` ||φ||W 2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ż t
0
Θ˚t´sdM˜
K
s
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
W´2
.
This gives a bound to ||ZKt ||W´2 . Taking expectation and using (23), we have, for t ď T ,
E
“||ZKt ||W´2‰ ď c10!||ZK0 ||W´2 ` p1, A¯0qec4tt
` `1` p1, A¯0qec4t˘ ż t
0
E
“||ZKs ||W´2‰ds` p1, A¯K0 q1{2ec11tt1{2).
It follows by Gronwall’s inequality that
E
“||ZKt ||W´2‰ ď c10 ||ZK0 ||W´2 ` p1, A¯0qec4TT ` p1, A¯K0 q1{2ec11TT 1{2(ec10p1`p1,A¯0qec4T qt.
Finally, taking supremum over t and K, this quantity is finite due to (A4) and (C3).
5.4. Proof of tightness
It remains to check the tightness condition (T2), as (T1) holds by Proposition 14. The
conditions (i) and (ii) are verified in a few steps. Proceeding from Theorem 11, we let
ΛKt f “
?
K
`pLKA¯Kt ´ L8¯Atqf, A¯t˘` `LKA¯Kt f, ZKt ˘
and
ΓKt f “
`
f2p0qwKA¯Kt ` h
K
A¯Kt
f2 ´ 2fp0qhKA¯Kt pmKA¯Kt f, A¯Kt ˘.
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Proposition 19. Let j P t3, 4u. For f PW j,
|ΛKt f | ď c1||f ||W j
`
1` p1, A¯0qec2t
˘`
1` ||ZKt ||W´pj´1q
˘
.
Proof. For f PW j , we have LK
AKt
f PW j´1 and
|ΛKt f | ď
ˇˇ?
K
`pLKA¯Kt ´ L8¯Atqf, A¯t˘ˇˇ` ˇˇ`LKA¯Kt f, ZKt ˘ˇˇ
ď `|?KpLKA¯Kt ´ L8¯Atqf |, A¯t˘` ˇˇˇˇLKA¯Kt ˇˇˇˇLj,j´1 ||f ||W j ||ZKt ||W´pj´1q
ď c1
`
1` ||ZKt ||W´4
˘||f ||W j p1, A¯tq ` c2||f ||W j ||ZKt ||W´pj´1q
due to Propositions 17 and 18. Then, by (21) and the embedding W´pj´1q ãÑW´j ,
|ΛKt f | ď c3
`
1` ||ZKt ||W´pj´1q
˘||f ||W j p1, A¯0qec4t ` c2||f ||W j ||ZKt ||W´pj´1q .
The statement now follows by simple algebra.
Proposition 20. ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKt p
j
l
ˇˇˇ
ď c1p1, A¯Kt q.
Proof. This follows directly from (C0) and (12).
Proposition 21.
sup
Kě1
E
”
sup
tďT
||ZKt ||W´3
ı
ă 8.
Proof. Let f PW 3. Using Proposition 19, we have
|pf, ZKt q| ď ||f ||W 3 ||ZK0 ||W´3
` c1||f ||W 3
`
1` p1, A¯0qec2t
˘ ż t
0
`
1` ||ZKs ||W´2
˘
ds` ||f ||W 3 ||M˜Kt ||W´3 .
This gives a bound to ||ZKt ||W´3 and consequently,
sup
tďT
||ZKt ||W´3 ď ||ZK0 ||W´3
` c1
`
1` p1, A¯0qec2T
˘ ż T
0
`
1` ||ZKs ||W´2
˘
ds` sup
tďT
||M˜Kt ||W´3 . (24)
Now, by the Riesz Representation Theorem and Parseval’s Identity, we have
E
„
sup
tďT
||M˜Kt ||2W´3

“ E
„
sup
tďT
ÿ
lě1
pM˜p3l ,Kt q2

ď E
„ ÿ
lě1
sup
tďT
pM˜p3l ,Kt q2

ď 4
ÿ
lě1
E
”〈
M˜p
3
l ,K
〉
T
ı
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using Doob’s inequality. It then follows by Proposition 20 and inequality (22) that
E
„
sup
tďT
||M˜Kt ||2W´3

ď 4
ÿ
lě1
E
„ ż T
0
ΓKs p
3
l ds

ď c5p1, A¯K0 qec6TT.
Therefore, taking expectation in (24), we obtain
E
„
sup
tďT
||ZKt ||W´3

ď c7
"
||ZK0 ||W´3
` `1` p1, A¯0qec2T ˘ ż T
0
´
1` E“||ZKs ||W´2‰¯ds` p1, A¯K0 q1{2ec8TT 1{2*. (25)
Noting that Er||ZKs ||W´2 s is bounded by Proposition 14, and using (A4) and (C3), com-
plete the proof.
Proposition 22. Conditions (i) and (ii) of (T2) hold for W´4, namely
sup
Kě1
E
„
sup
tďT
||ΛKt ||W´4

ď c, (i)
sup
Kě1
E
„
sup
tďT
ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKt p
4
l
ˇˇˇ
ď c. (ii)
Proof. From Proposition 19 with j “ 4, we have
||ΛKt ||W´4 ď c1
`
1` p1, A¯0qec2t
˘`
1` ||ZKt ||W´3
˘
.
Taking supremum over t ď T and expectation, we have
E
„
sup
tďT
||ΛKt ||W´4

ď c1
`
1` p1, A¯0qec2T
˘ˆ
1` E
„
sup
tďT
||ZKt ||W´3
˙
,
which is bounded in K by Proposition 21. Thus, condition (i) holds.
Now we verify condition (ii). From Proposition 20,
E
„
sup
tďT
ˇˇˇ ÿ
lě1
ΓKt p
4
l
ˇˇˇ
ď c3E
„
sup
tďT
p1, A¯Kt q

.
But,
p1, A¯Kt q ď p1, A¯K0 q ` c4
ż t
0
p1, A¯Ks qds`
1?
K
M˜
1,K
t
and for S ď T ,
E
„
sup
tďS
p1, A¯Kt q

ď p1, A¯K
0
q ` c4
ż S
0
E
„
sup
uďs
p1, A¯Ku q

ds` 1?
K
E
„
sup
tďT
M˜
1,K
t

.
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It follows by Gronwall’s inequality that
E
„
sup
tďT
p1, A¯Kt q

ď
"
p1, A¯K0 q `
1?
K
E
„
sup
tďT
M˜
1,K
t
*
ec4T ,
where by Doob’s inequality,
E
„
sup
tďT
M˜
1,K
t
2
ď E
„
sup
tďT
`
M˜
1,K
t
˘2 ď 4E“〈M˜1,K〉
T
‰ ď c5p1, A¯K0 qec6T .
Therefore, condition (ii) follows, using (C3).
Corollary 23. Both sequences ZK and M˜K are tight in DpT,W´4q.
5.5. C-tightness of ZK and M˜K
It can be further shown that ZK and M˜K are C-tight, that is, the two sequences are
tight and all limit points of the sequences are continuous.
Proposition 24. The sequence ZK is C-tight and all limit points of ZK are elements
of CpT,W´4q.
Proof. We have established that ZK is tight, it remains to show that (see e.g. [10,
Proposition VI 3.26(iii)]), for all u P T and ǫ ą 0,
lim
KÑ8
P
´
sup
tďu
||∆ZKt ||W´4 ą ǫ
¯
“ 0.
Observe that ZK jumps when AK jumps, which occurs when there is a birth or a death.
Thus, for f PW 4, we have
|pf,∆ZKt q| “ |pf, ZKt ´ ZKt´q| “
1?
K
|pf,AKt ´AKt´q|
ď 1?
K
max
!
sup
xPT˚
qξKAKt pxq|fp0q|, sup
xPT˚
|pξKAKt pxqfp0q ´ fpxq|)
ď 1?
K
||f ||W 4p1` Ξq
by (A1), giving ||∆ZKt ||W´4 ď 1?K p1` Ξq. Hence,
P
´
sup
tďu
||∆ZKt ||W´4 ą ǫ
¯
ď 1
ǫ
E
”
sup
tďu
||∆ZKt ||W´4
ı
ď 1
ǫ
1?
K
`
1` ErΞs˘,
which converges to zero as K tends to infinity.
Corollary 25. The sequence of martingales M˜K is C-tight and all limit points of M˜K
are elements of CpT,W´4q.
Proof. As ZK and M˜K have the same discontinuities, ∆ZKt “ ∆M˜Kt and it follows
that M˜K satisfies the conditions of being C-tight.
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5.6. Convergence of M˜K and ZK
Proposition 26. The sequence M˜K convergences weakly to M˜8 such that for any
f P W 4, M˜f,8t ” pf, M˜8t q, t P T, is a continuous Gaussian martingale with predictable
quadratic variation
〈
M˜f,8
〉
t
“
ż t
0
`
f2p0qw8¯As ` h8¯Asf2 ´ 2fp0qh8¯As pm8¯Asf, A¯s˘ds. (26)
Proof. Let f PW 4. Recall from the proof of Proposition 24 that
sup
sďt
|∆M˜f,Ks |2 “ sup
sďt
|∆pf, ZKs q|2 ď
1
K
||f ||2W 4p1` Ξq2.
Thus,
sup
Kě1
E
”
sup
sďt
|∆M˜f,Ks |2
ı
ď sup
Kě1
E
” 1
K
||f ||2W 4p1` Ξq2
ı
,
which is finite by (A1). Therefore, supsďt |∆M˜f,Ks | is uniformly integrable and converges
to zero in probability for all t P T. All limit points of M˜f,K are continuous (from Corollary
25) and
〈
M˜f,K
〉
t
converges to (26). By [10, Theorem VIII 3.12(iv)] M˜f,K converges to a
continuous martingale M˜f,8 with predictable quadratic variation in (26). The limiting
process is Gaussian as the predictable quadratic variation is deterministic.
Tightness of M˜K implies that there exists a subsequence that converges. Suppose M
and N both are accumulation points of M˜K . Then, we have pf,Mq “ M˜f,8 “ pf,Nq
for every f P W 4, and thus, we must have M “ N in W´4. Therefore, we can conclude
that M˜K converges to M˜ , where M˜8 is defined such that pf, M˜8q “ M˜f,8 for every
f PW 4.
Proposition 27. Every limit point Z of the sequence ZK satisfies, for φ P W 4 and
t P T,
pφ,Ztq “ pΘtφ,Z0q `
ż t
0
`´ BAh8¯AspZsqΘt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qBAn8¯AspZsq, A¯s˘ds
`
ż t
0
`´ h8¯
As
Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qn8¯As ,Zs
˘
ds`
ż t
0
pΘt´sφ, dM˜8s q. (27)
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Proof. First, we show that
?
KphK
A¯Ks
´ h8¯
As
q converges to BAh8¯AspZsq:ˇˇ?
KphKA¯Ks ´ h
8¯
As
q ´ BAh8¯AspZsq
ˇˇ
ď
?
K
ˇˇ
hKA¯Ks
´ h8¯AKs
ˇˇ`?K ˇˇh8¯AKs ´ h8¯As ´ BAh8¯AspA¯Ks ´ A¯sqˇˇ
` ˇˇBAh8¯AspZKs q ´ BAh8¯AspZsqˇˇ
ď
?
K sup
A
||hKA ´ h8A ||8 `
||ZKs ||W´4
||A¯Ks ´ A¯s||W´4
||h8¯AKs ´ h
8¯
As
´ BAh8¯AspA¯Ks ´ A¯sq||8
` ||BAh8¯As ||L´4 ||ZKs ´ Zs||W´4 ,
which converges to zero as K tends to infinity; the first term by (A2), the second by the
definition of Fre´chet derivative (A3), and the last term due to Z being a limit. Similarly,?
KpnK
A¯Ks
´ n8¯
As
q converges to BAn8¯AspZsq. Thus,
?
K
ż t
0
`´ phKA¯Ks ´ h8¯AsqΘt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qpnKA¯Ks ´ n8¯Asq, A¯s˘ds
Ñ
KÑ8
ż t
0
`´ BAh8¯AspZsqΘt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qBAn8¯AspZsq, A¯s˘ds
by dominated convergence theorem.
Next, we show that
şt
0
p´hK
A¯Ks
Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qnKA¯Ks , Z
K
s qds converges to
şt
0
p´h8¯
As
Θt´sφ`
Θt´sφp0qn8¯As ,Zsqds. Using a similar argument as for Proposition 18(i), with (A2),ˇˇˇ ż t
0
`´ hKA¯Ks Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qnKA¯Ks , ZKs ˘ds´
ż t
0
`´ h8¯
As
Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qn8¯As ,Zs
˘
ds
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż t
0
|| ´ phKA¯Ks ´ h
8¯
As
qΘt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qpnKA¯Ks ´ n
8¯
As
q||W 4 ||ZKs ||W´4ds
`
ż t
0
|| ´ h8¯
As
Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qn8¯As ||W 4 ||ZKs ´ Zs||W´4ds
ď
ż t
0
c1||φ||W 4
`||hKA¯Ks ´ h8¯As ||C4 ` ||nKA¯Ks ´ n8¯As ||W 4˘||ZKs ||W´4ds
`
ż t
0
c2||φ||W 4
`||h8¯
As
||C4 ` ||n8¯As ||W 4
˘||ZKs ´ Zs||W´4ds,
which converges to 0 as K Ñ8.
Together with the convergence of ZK0 in (A4) and the convergence of M˜
K established
in Proposition 26, the proof is complete.
It remains to show the uniqueness of the solution to Equation (27).
Proposition 28. Suppose that Z and Y both are solutions to Equation (27) in Propo-
sition 27 with Z0 “ Y0, then Z “ Y.
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Proof. First, note that Proposition 18(i) remains true if pLKA is replaced with pL8A : f ÞÑ
´h8Af`fp0qn8A , for j ď 4, due to (A2). Now, let φ PW 4 and t P T, by triangle inequality,
we have
|pφ,Zt ´ Ytq| ď
ż t
0
`ˇˇBAh8¯AspZs ´ Ysqˇˇ|Θt´sφ| ` |Θt´sφp0q|ˇˇBAn8¯AspZs ´ Ysqˇˇ, A¯s˘ds
`
ż t
0
|| ´ h8¯
As
Θt´sφ`Θt´sφp0qn8¯As ||W 4 ||Zs ´ Ys||W´4ds
ď
ż t
0
c1||φ||W 4
`||BAh8¯As ||L´4 ` ||BAn8¯As ||L´4˘||Zs ´ Ys||W´4p1, A¯sqds
`
ż t
0
||pL8¯As ||L4,4 ||Θt´sφ||W 4 ||Zs ´ Ys||W´4ds
ď c2||φ||W 4
`
1` p1, A¯0qec3T
˘ ż t
0
||Zs ´ Ys||W´4ds.
Thus,
||Zt ´ Yt||W´4 ď c2
`
1` p1, A¯0qec3T
˘ ż t
0
||Zs ´ Ys||W´4ds.
It then follows by Gronwall’s inequality that ||Zt ´ Yt||W´4 “ 0. Therefore, Z “ Y.
Lastly, we note that Equation (27) is the same as Equation (13). This is straightforward
and the proof is omitted.
Proposition 29. The limiting process Z satisfies Equation (13), for any f P W 4 and
t P T.
6. Proofs of Corollary 9 and Proposition 10
Proof of Corollary 9. The SPDE representation follows by direct calculation. To es-
tablish that pM˜8qt,f is Gaussian, we use the Crame´r-Wold device, by showing that for
all f1, . . . , fn in W
4, ppM˜f1,8t , . . . , M˜fn,8t qqtě0 is Gaussian. This is equivalent to showing
that for all α1, . . . , αn ě 0, pα1M˜f1,8t ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αnM˜fn,8t qtPT is Gaussian, which is true
observing that α1M˜
f1,8
t ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αnM˜fn,8t “ M˜ pα1f1`¨¨¨`αnfnq,8t .
Proof of Proposition 10. From representation (27), we obtain, for φ PW 4,
Erpφ, Ztqs “ pΘtφ, Z0q
`
ż t
0
ż ˆ
´E
„ ż
ghpA¯s, x, yqZspdyq

Θt´sφpxq`φpt´sqE
„ ż
gnpA¯s, x, yqZspdyq
˙
A¯spdxqds
`
ż t
0
E
”`´ h8¯AsΘt´sφ` φpt´ sqn8¯As , Zs˘ıds
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as E
“ şt
0
pΘt´sφ, dM˜8s q
‰ “ 0. Defining νt : f ÞÑ Erpf, Ztqs, the above becomes
pφ, νtq “ pΘtφ, ν0q
`
ż t
0
ż ˆ
´
ż
ghpA¯s, x, yqνspdyqΘt´sφpxq ` φpt´ sq
ż
gnpA¯s, x, yqνspdyq
˙
A¯spdxqds
`
ż t
0
´
´ h8¯AsΘt´sφ` φpt´ sqn8¯As , νs
¯
ds. (28)
Using (20), (21) and (A2), we have
|pφ, νtq| ď ||φ||W 4 ||ν0||W´4
` c1||φ||W 4
´
sup
A,x
||ghpA, x, ¨q||W 4 ` sup
A,x
||gnpA, x, ¨q||W 4
¯
p1, A¯0qec2t
ż t
0
||νs||W´4ds
` c3||φ||W 4
ż t
0
||νs||W´4ds,
which gives, by Gronwall’s inequality, ||νt||W´4 ď cT ||ν0||W´4 .
Now, let pφkqk be a sequence of functions in C8 that converges to φ P C0. By dom-
inated convergence theorem, (28) holds for φ P C0. Moreover, ν : C0 Ñ R is a bounded
linear operator. Therefore, νt can be seen as an element in C
´0, that is, it is a signed
measure.
7. Example: parameters that are essentially linear
In this section, we give some examples of the reproduction parameters that satisfy the
assumptions that we imposed for the LLN and CLT. Suppose the reproduction param-
eters are of the form qK
A¯K
pxq “ q `x, p1, A¯Kq, ş gpx, yqA¯Kpdyq˘, where q could be any of
b, h,m, v; and, g : T˚ˆT˚ Ñ R and q : T˚ˆR`ˆRÑ R. We shall refer to the function
g as a demography kernel. Suppose that:
1. The function g is element of C4,4.
2. The functions b, h,m are elements of C4,1,4; and for q “ b, h,m,
(a) sup
x,y,z
|B2qpx, y, zq| ă 8;
(b) sup
x,y,z
p1` yqk|Bk
3
Bj
1
qpx, y, zq| ă 8 for j “ 0, 1, . . . , 4´ k and k “ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
where Bji denotes the jth order partial derivative with respect to the ith variable.
3. The function v is bounded and Lipschitz in the second and the third variables,
uniformly in the first variable, i.e.
sup
x
|vpx, y1, z1q ´ vpx, y2, z2q| ď cp|y1 ´ y2| ` |z1 ´ z2|q.
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Then, together with assumptions (C3), (A1) and (A4), the LLN and CLT hold with
q8¯
A
pxq “ q `x, p1, A¯q, ş gpx, yqA¯pdyq˘ and
BAq8A0pBqpxq “ B2q
ˆ
x, p1, A0q,
ż
gpx, yqA0pdyq
˙
p1, Bq
` B3q
ˆ
x, p1, A0q,
ż
gpx, yq, A0pdyq
˙ż
gpx, yqBpdyq.
It also follows from Proposition 10 that νt : f ÞÑ Erpf, Ztqs is a measure and satisfies the
following equation, with xt :“ p1, A¯tq:
pf, νtq “ pf, ν0q
`
ż t
0
"
p1, νsq
ż ˆ
fp0qB2n
´
x, xs,
ż
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
¯
´ B2h
´
x, xs,
ż
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
¯
fpxq
˙
A¯spdxq
`
ˆˆ
fp0qB3n
´
x, xs,
ż
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
¯
´ B3h
´
x, xs,
ż
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
¯
fpxq
˙ż
gpx, yqνspdyq
˙
A¯spdxq
*
ds
`
ż t
0
ˆ
f 1pxq ´ h
´
x, xs,
ż
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
¯
fpxq ` fp0qn
´
x, xs,
ż
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
¯˙
νspdxqds.
In what follows, we consider a few special cases. We will also see that when qK
A¯K
pxq is
a function of p1, A¯Kq only, or is a constant, an explicit expression for the density of the
measure ErZts can be computed.
7.1. Special case
Suppose that the reproduction parameters are of the form q¯
´
x,
ş
gpx,yqA¯Kpdyq
1`p1,A¯Kq
¯
, where
q¯ : T˚ ˆ R Ñ R and g P C4,4. In other words, we take qpx, y, zq “ q¯px, z
1`y q. Conditions
(2) and (3) on q above then reduce to q¯ P C4,4 with
(a) sup
x,u
|uB2q¯px, uq| ă 8, for q¯ “ b, h,m, v
(b) sup
x,u
|Bj
1
Bk2 q¯px, uq| ă 8, for j “ 0, 1, . . . , 4´ k, k “ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and q¯ “ b, h,m.
Note that (a) implies the Lipschitz condition. Moreover,
BAq¯8A0pBqpxq “ B2q¯
ˆ
x,
ş
gpx, yqA0pdyq
1` p1, A0q
˙ p1` p1, A0qq ş gpx, yqBpdyq ´ p1, Bq ş gpx, yqA0pdyq
p1` p1, A0qq2 ,
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and the measure νt : f ÞÑ Erpf, Ztqs satisfies the following equation with xt :“ p1, A¯tq:
pf, νtq “ pf, ν0q `
ż t
0
ˆ p1` xsq ş gpx, yqνspdyq ´ p1, νsq ş gpx, yqA¯spdyq
p1 ` xsq2
ˆ
ż ˆ
fp0qB2n
´
x,
ş
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
1` xs
¯
´ B2h
´
x,
ş
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
1` xs
¯
fpxq
˙
A¯spdxqds
`
ż t
0
ż ˆ
f 1pxq ´ h
´
x,
ş
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
1` xs
¯
fpxq ` fp0qn
´
x,
ş
gpx, yqA¯spdyq
1` xs
¯˙
νspdxqds.
7.2. Age-and-density-dependent case
Suppose that the parameters are of the form q˜px, p1, A¯Kqq, q˜ : T˚ ˆ R` Ñ R, that is,
qpx, y, zq “ q˜px, yq. Then, the conditions on q reduce to q˜ P C4,1 with
(a) sup
x,y
|B2q˜px, yq| ă 8, for q˜ “ b, h,m, v,
(b) sup
x,y
|Bk1 q˜px, yq| ă 8, for k “ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and q˜ “ b, h,m,
and we have BAq˜8A0pBqpxq “ B2q˜px, p1, A0qqp1, Bq. With xt :“ p1, A¯tq, the measure νt :
f ÞÑ Erpf, Ztqs satisfies
pf, νtq “ pf, ν0q `
ż t
0
p1, νsq
ż ´
fp0qB2npx, xsq ´ B2hpx, xsqfpxq
¯
A¯spdxqds
`
ż t
0
ż ´
f 1pxq ´ hpx, xsqfpxq ` fp0qnpx, xsq
¯
νspdxqds.
7.3. Density-dependent case
Suppose that the reproduction parameters are of the form qˆpp1, A¯Kqq, where qˆ : R` Ñ R.
We remark that this case can be seen as that given by Ethier and Kurtz [5], Chapter
11, Theorem 2.1 and 2.3, with βlpxq “ xbpxqqpxplq ` xhpxqpxplq, where qpxplq and pxplq
denotes the probability mass functions of qξx and pξx ´ 1.
Then, the conditions on q further reduce to qˆ P C1b and BAqˆ8A0pBqpxq “ qˆ1pp1, A0qqp1, Bq.
Moreover, the measure ErZts has a density if ErZ0s does. Indeed, with xt :“ p1, A¯tq,
pf, Ztq “ pf, Z0q `
ż t
0
p´h1pxsqp1, Zsqf ` fp0qn1pxsqp1, Zsq, A¯sqds
`
ż t
0
pf 1 ´ hpxsqf ` fp0qnpxsq, Zsqds` M˜f,8t .
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Taking fλpxq “ eλx and writing M˜λt for the martingale, we have
pfλ, Ztq “ pfλ, Z0q `
ż t
0
`
npxsq ` n1pxsqxs ´ h1pxsqpfλ, A¯sq
˘p1, Zsqds
`
ż t
0
`
λ´ hpxsq
˘pfλ, Zsqds` M˜λt . (29)
Taking expectation and letting φps, λq “ npxsq ` n1pxsqxs ´ h1pxsqpfλ, A¯sq and ψps, λq “
λ´ hpxsq,
Erpfλ, Ztqs “ Erpfλ, Z0qs `
ż t
0
φps, λqErp1, Zsqsds`
ż t
0
ψps, λqErpfλ, Zsqsds.
Solving this gives
Erpfλ, Ztqs “ e
ş
t
0
ψps,λqds
"
Erpfλ, Z0qs ` Erp1, Z0qs
ż t
0
φps, λqe
ş
s
0
pψpr,0q´ψpr,λq`φpr,0qqdrds
*
,
which reduces to
Erpfλ, Ztqs “ eλt´
ş
t
0
hpxsqds
"
Erpfλ, Z0qs ` Erp1, Z0qs
ˆ
ż t
0
`
npxsq ` n1pxsqxs ´ h1pxsqpfλ, A¯sq
˘
e´λs`
ş
s
0
pnpxrq`pn1pxrq´h1pxrqqxrqdrds
*
.
Inverting the transform, we obtain an expression for the density. Suppose that ErZ0s has
density z0pxq, then ErZts has density ztpxq and
ztpxq “ e´
ş
t
0
hpxsqds
"
z0px´ tq1xąt ` Erp1, Z0qs
"
`
npxt´xq ` n1pxt´xqxt´x
˘
e
ş
t´x
0
pnpxrq`pn1pxrq´h1pxrqqxrqdr1xďt
´
ż t
pt´xq_0
h1pxsqe
ş
s
0
pnpxrq`pn1pxrq´h1pxrqqxrqdrapx´ t` s, tqds
**
where apx, tq is the density of A¯t.
In fact, we can solve (29) and obtain
pfλ, Ztq “ e
ş
t
0
pλ´hpxsqqdspfλ, Z0q `
ż t
0
e
ş
t
s
pλ´hpxrqqdr
´
φps, λqp1, Zsqds` dM˜λs
¯
.
Note that
p1, Ztq “ e
ş
t
0
ϕpsqdsp1, Z0q ` e
ş
t
0
ϕprqdr
ż t
0
e´
ş
s
0
ϕprqdrdM˜0s
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with ϕpsq “ npxsq ´ hpxsq `
`
n1pxsq ´ h1pxsq
˘
xs. Thus,
pfλ, Ztq “ e
ş
t
0
pλ´hpxsqqdspfλ, Z0q
`
ż t
0
e
ş
t
s
pλ´hpxrqqdr
ˆ
φps, λq
´
e
ş
s
0
ϕprqdrp1, Z0q ` e
ş
s
0
ϕprqdr
ż s
0
e´
ş
u
0
ϕprqdrdM˜0u
¯
ds` dM˜λs
˙
with
〈
M˜0, M˜λ
〉
t
“
ż t
0
´
wpxsqxs ´ hpxsqpmpxsqxs ` hpxsq`1´ pmpxsq˘pfλ, A¯sq¯ds.
We can also write the SPDE of Z:
dZt “
´`
npxtq ` n1pxtqxt
˘p1, Ztqδ0 ´ hpxtqZt ´ h1pxtqp1, ZtqA¯t ´ pZtq1¯dt` dM˜8t
with
〈
M˜f,8
〉
t
“
ż t
0
pf2p0qwpxtq ` hpxtqf2 ´ 2fp0qhpxtqpmpxtqf, A¯sqds
“ f2p0qwpxtq
ż t
0
xsds` hpxtq
ż t
0
pf2, A¯sqds´ 2fp0qhpxtqpmpxtq ż t
0
pf, A¯sqds,
and xt “ x0e
ş
t
0
pnpxsq´hpxsqqds.
7.4. Classical case
Assume constant parameters b, h, m and v, then, for a test function f ,
pf, Ztq “ pf, Z0q `
ż t
0
pf 1 ´ hf ` fp0qn, Zsqds` M˜f,8t .
Taking fλpxq “ eλx and writing M˜λt for the martingale, we have
pfλ, Ztq “ pfλ, Z0q ` pλ ´ hq
ż t
0
pfλ, Zsqds` n
ż t
0
p1, Zsqds` M˜λt (30)
with
〈
M˜λ
〉
t
“ şt
0
pw`hf2λ´2hpmfλ, A¯sqds. Taking expectation and solving it, we obtain
Erpfλ, Ztqs “ e´ht
´
eλtErpfλ, Z0qs ` n
n´ λ
`
ent ´ eλt˘Erp1, Z0qs¯.
Suppose that ErZ0s has density z0pxq, then ErZts has density ztpxq and
ztpxq “ e´htz0px´ tq1xąt ` nErp1, Z0qsepn´hqte´nx1xďt.
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In fact, (30) can also be solved to obtain
pfλ, Ztq “ epλ´hqtpfλ, Z0q `
ż t
0
epλ´hqpt´sq
´
np1, Zsqds` dM˜λs
¯
.
With p1, Ztq “ epn´hqtp1, Z0q `
şt
0
epn´hqpt´sqdM˜0s , we can write
pfλ, Ztq “ epλ´hqtpfλ, Z0q `
ż t
0
epλ´hqpt´sq
ˆ
nepn´hqs
´
p1, Z0q `
ż s
0
e´rpn´hqdM˜0r
¯
ds` dM˜λs
˙
“ epλ´hqtpfλ, Z0q ` n
n´ λ p1, Z0q
`
epn´hqt ´ epλ´hqt˘
` nepλ´hqt
ż t
0
epn´λqs
ż s
0
e´pn´hqrdM˜0r ds`
ż t
0
epλ´hqpt´sqdM˜λs ,
where 〈
M˜0, M˜λ
〉
t
“
ż t
0
`
w ´ hpm` hp1 ´ pmqfλ, A¯s˘ds.
The SPDE of Z is
dZtpdxq “
`
np1, Ztqδ0pdxq ´ hZtpdxq ´ pZtq1pdxq
˘
dt` dM˜8t pdxq
with
〈
M˜f,8
〉
t
“ f2p0q w
n´ hp1, A¯0q
`
epn´hqt ´ 1˘` h ż t
0
pf2, A¯sqds´ 2fp0qhpm ż t
0
pf, A¯sqds.
In the case where the density exists,
〈
M˜f,8
〉
t
“ f2p0q w
n´ h
`
epn´hqt ´ 1˘ ż a0pxqdx
` h
ż t
0
ż
f2pxqapx, sqdxds ´ 2fp0qhpm ż t
0
ż
fpxqapx, sqdxds,
where
apx, tq “
#
ap0, t´ xqe´hx, x ď t
a0px´ tqe´ht, x ą t
with ap0, tq “ n ş apx, tqdx and apx, 0q “ a0pxq. In particular,
〈
M˜1,8
〉
t
“ w ` h´ 2hpm
n´ h p1, A¯0qpe
pn´hqt ´ 1q.
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